
Case Study

Indigo transforms hiring 
processes to meet the 
speed of growth

Occupop guides the global telecoms company 
to hiring success by streamlining its hiring 
processes to keep up with rapid growth  

+



The challenge: Rapid growth required
a more structured hiring process

Global telecommunications company, Indigo, is building vital network and 
infrastructure around the world. Their global ambitions don't stop there, as they've 
grown operations in over 90 countries across the world since being founded in 2009. 
During this period of high growth, the recruiting team needed to scale and 
streamline its hiring processes to keep up with the fast pace and at the same time 
ensuring a world class candidate experience. That's where Occupop came in.

When Geoff Ballard joined the company as Group Recruitment Manager, he saw the 
value that Occupop provided as the business grew.

“We needed a tool that could support us through our growth 
while bringing together recruiters, hiring managers and 
candidates so we could get closer to our mission faster. And of 
course, we wanted to give all our candidates a good 
experience.”
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About
Indigo is a telecommunications company that enhances the performance of data 
centres, fibre, network services, and wireless/5G. Founded in 2009 Indigo have 
been vital network and infrastructure partners to fixed and mobile carriers across 
the enterprise sector. Rapidly expanding their footprint across Europe and the 
world, they operate in over 90 countries.

Industry: Telecommunications
Location: UK, Europe & USA
Company size: 500 employees
Website: www.indigotg.com

• An organisation that’s hiring constantly, in volume, across specialist roles

• Poor communication with external recruiters and candidates

• An organisation growing quickly across multiple locations

• Poor communication & collaboration internally amongst hiring managers

• Specialist staff needed fast with specific certifications and qualifications

• Hiring team had concerns over the candidate experience and employer 
brand due to highly manual process

THE CHALLENGES



Expecting a cumbersome onboarding process, Occupop truly met their partnership 
with Indigo, onboarding the company in a couple of days so that hiring managers 
could collaborate effectively almost immediately and with little training required.
 

It’s a simple platform to use from a non-technical line 
managers point of view. Training new people is almost 
non-existent because I just set them up with an account. It’s 
really self-explanatory and just about anyone can use it.”

Outside his direct HR team, Geoff works closely with in-line hiring managers from 
different disciplines. To meet their goal of greater efficiency, they need a way of 
collaborating and communicating their recruiting workflow. Occupop provides the 
solution.

A big thing for us was the visibility Occupop gives us on the 
entire hiring process. I get a full view of all the line managers 
and others involved in the process, we can all interact and 
give feedback. If there is a manger not engaging, I can see 
that in real time and give them a nudge. It’s provided a central 
point of truth for all our recruitment and visibility on the whole 
process.” 
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• One single source of hiring truth brings together recruiters, hiring 
managers and candidates for the best possible outcomes.

• Faster time to hire achieved through automated, streamlined 
workflow

• CV’s and applications automatically tracked and secure in one central 
place

• Use of structured workflows, pipelines, templates and scorecards to 
streamline and standardise hiring process

• Ease of onboarding for non-technical staff members
• Collaborate and track communication using templates, calendar 

sync, candidate profiles and timeline. 

THE SOLUTION

The solution: A smooth & streamlined 
processes that brings together recruitment 



Since implementing Occupop in 2020, Indigo has transformed their hiring by 
structuring their process within Occupop. A comprehensive hiring dashboard for 
the team made it easy for recruiters and in line managers to quickly analyse what’s 
happening for each role and hiring managers and interviewers are now aligned on 
every step of the hiring journey.

“Occupop as a tool is now very central to what we do and how 
we work. It cuts down the HR workload, we save time through 
various features such as candidate notifications, the use 
templates and various rejection responses, plus it gives us 
that ‘professional image’ and good candidate experience that 
is so important to us on the market. 

Geoff Ballard
Head of Global Recruitment 
Indigo
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Results

Employer Brand
in the market

Spend on 
Recruitment Costs

ReducedBoosted

Time spent on
HR administration

Company hiring 
process

Quality of 
applicants

Streamlined IncreasedReduced



Results

Need to find niche qualified staff like Indigo, fast? 
Using Occupop’s recruitment software you can 
reach wider pools of specialists, quickly. 
Book a demo and we’ll show you how.

Find talent like Indigo

Occupop is a beautifully simple recruitment 
software built for SMBs. Occupop simplifies, 
streamlines and automates your recruitment 
process, so you can focus on your most 
important work —your people.


